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2.3.2 - Teachers use ICT-enabled tools including online resources for effective 

teaching and learning  

The institution facilitates effective visual aided and experiential learning through 10 

smart classrooms and 30 classrooms with LCD facility which provide a visual treat for 

the academic advancement of the students. The students benefit a lot from the ICT facilities 

which steer ahead the progress of the students. The institution is Wi-Fi enabled and has rich 

ICT ambience with the ICT tools like computers, laptops, LCD projectors, Large LCD Screens, 

and internet facilities. The students benefit a lot from the Internet-cum computing centre, DST 

Lab with 22 systems and a Server established with funds from DST- FIST. The computer labs 

in the Departments of Computer Science, Physics, Botany, the two computer labs in the self-

supporting block and the language lab with 30 systems and a teacher console 

with the licensed Software “Shine Tech” enlighten the digital learners with the latest upskillin

g trends. Eight generators provide uninterrupted power supply. Teachers use Google Meet, 

Zoom and Microsoft Teams and Moodle platforms for effective teaching and sharing their 

learning resources and e-content to the students. ESE exams, quizzes and assignment were 

conducted online. Teachers use Library, which is fully automated MODERNLIB installed with 

OPAC, Digital Library Wing with the NList E resources. 
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C 2.3.2 Teachers use ICT-enabled tools including online resources for effective teaching 

and learning:  

ICT tools and resources available 

 

Tripod 

Video 

Hard Disk 

USB Drive 

Card Reader 

Speaker 

Head Phone 

Shine Tech Software (Licensed) 

Smart Board 

Projectors 

N-List journals 

National Digital Library 

 TTS 

Google Productivity Tools 

Microsoft Office 

Microsoft Teams (Paid LMS) 

 

E-resources and techniques used 

N-LIST Journals 

Google Classroom 

PPTs 

Virtual Tours 

Blog 

E-Assignment 

Videos 

World Films 

Short Films 

Microsoft Teams (Paid LMS) 

Flipped classroom 

 

Institutional E-resources link: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZBSSdtUSEBG8A5hVUd9JxA 

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=st.+mary%27s+college+thoothukudi 
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